
 

We look forward to seeing you in September! 
For further information about your college and being a student at HSDC,  

please visit hsdc.ac.uk/Havant 

 

A Level Physical Education 
 
A lot of sporting events this year have been cancelled but the US Open has been 
scheduled for 31st August - 13th September. 
  
You can see some of the highlights from 2019 here - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc588DD6xmI  
 
Within the Anatomy and Physiology sections of A Level PE, we will be discussing the 
importance of the cardiovascular and respiratory systems, both of which will be 
highly efficient in elite-level tennis players. 

 
TASK 1 
 
You can use notes if you have studied this at school, or conduct your own research: 
 

1. Draw and label a diagram of the heart and show the path of blood through the 
heart and around the body 

2. What adaptations would happen to a tennis player’s heart to allow them to 
perform at a high level? 

3. What are the different components of blood? What are the roles of the different 
components? 

4. Draw and label a diagram of the lungs 
5. Define diffusion and explain the movement of gases at a) the lungs and 

capillaries; b) capillaries and muscles 
6. Why will it be important for efficient diffusion to take place when playing a tennis 

match 

 
TASK 2 
 

https://www.hsdc.ac.uk/study-with-us/havant-campus/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bc588DD6xmI


 

We look forward to seeing you all in September! 
For further information about your college and being a student at HSDC,  

please visit hsdc.ac.uk/Havant 

Part of the A Level PE programme involves us investigating the development of 
athletics, association football and tennis, from pre-industrial Britain through to the 
modern day.  
 
We would like you to get ahead and start your new programme knowing a little about 
‘Real Tennis’, you may also know it as ‘Royal Tennis’. 
 
Your task is to produce a creative resource, such as a presentation or poster that 
describes the game of Real Tennis. Consider how, where and when it was played as 
a starting point. You may be able to develop this further and explore how lawn tennis 
evolved. Explore this topic and see what you find and where it takes you.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

https://www.hsdc.ac.uk/study-with-us/alton-campus/

